
          08: Cantor Diagonalization and Metric Spaces



DAY:MORE ABOUTCARDINALITY.

METRIC SPACE.

: The union of countable sets is countable

poof:Say each A, An, As, ... are countable.

-I
Then Ai = San, am asair, as,

As: 3am,"anass,... 3

As:passas*, ass,... 3.
-

So EA is countable.

Notation:Use GAS for possibly uncountable collection, J:index set.

EX:The setof computer programs is countable.

Recall:IR is not countable (sayIR is uncountable)

so, there are real numbers that are not computable
(we can't be specified to arbitrary precision.

· Given set As the power set 2*is the set of all subsets ofA.

Ex:A =9 &, A, 03, then 1=3 8,03, E =503, b,....
D -> 1 0 I are elements of 2*

11t oo I which has 2elements.
11 0 0 0



Cantor's Thi (diagonal argument).
For any A, we have A to 24.

roof: (contradiction).
Suppose E bijection of:A- 2*

Then a > f(a) a subset ofA.
Let B =3a:a Af(a))
·So if B =f(x) for some XGA

If x=B, then x4f(x)=B A

If x * B, then x*f(x) =>x= B =f(x) A-

Ex. IwEtAso
e
-e

· For There are infinitely many cardinalities

0, 1,2,3,4, ..., No, Ni, Na, ..., Na,
...

↑
car (2) car(IR)?



METRIC SPACES.

&:How to measure distance? In IR"?

in sequences?

ef:AsetX is a metric space if I metric b: Xx X -> IR

such that * p, q GX, &d(p, g(20)
=0 iff p=g(

& d(p,q) =b(q,p).
and onlyif

&d(p,q)1d(p,r) +dCr,g)V.**
Ex: IR with d(x,y) =(x-y) Write CIR, d) Ty Euclidean metric in IR"

IR" with d(X, y) =(x,-y,1+... +(xn-yn)"

Ex:IR" with d(x,y) =Exi-yil
staircase metric.
-

EX:space of functions.

d(f,g) =("17-g1dxspace of conti func. or [a,b3. (t((a,bi))
⑨ &

m Yf,g) =4Plf(x) - g(x)

OpenBall Ess:a (nbhd)

Hef:Say p-X is a limit pt of E
if every ubhol of P
contains a pt qtps.t. q GE.


